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Here they come! RIT's Class of 2002
RIT welcomes thousands o f parents, family
members, friends and the Institute community to its 117"' annual commencement ceremonies, May 24-25. President Albert Simone
will confer degrees on 3,628 undergraduate
or graduate students, including 278 from the
School o f American Management and
Technology in Dubrovnik, Croatia, during
Academic Convocation and college graduation ceremonies.
RIT's 2002 Academic Convocation
features an address by C I A Director George
Tenet, who will receive an honorary doctorate (see related story). The May 24, 7:30 p.m.
address follows a 6: 15 p.m. reception and
festivities outside the commencement tent.
During convocation, RIT also recognizes
the excellence o f its students and professors.
The ceremony hails RIT honors students1O o f whom were selected as college

delegates-and professors who won
Outstanding Teaching awards. Kristina
Springborn, delegate for the B. Thomas
Golisano College o f Computing and

Commencement
ceremony schedule
Friday, May 2 4

• College of Applied Science and Technology
1 p.m., Tent location ( U parking lot)

Academic Convocation

Pre-convocationreceptio :15
p. ., Tent
Convocation-7:30 p.m., tent, featuring
keynote address by George Tenet, director of
the Central Intelligence Agency, and student
address by Kristina Springborn

Saturday, May 25

• B. Golisano College of Computing and
Information Sciences, 8:30 a.m., Tent
• National Technical Institute for the Deaf,
8:30 a.m., Clark Gymnasium
• Kate Gleason College of Engineering,
9 a.m., Frank Ritter Ice Arena
• College of Liberal Arts, 10:30 a.m.,
Clark Gymnasium
• College of Imaging Arts and Sciences,
noon, Tent
• College of Business, noon,
Frank Ritter Ice Arena
• College of Science, 12:30 p.m.,
Clark Gymnasium

No tickets are needed for any events; all
ceremonies are sign-language interpreted
and real-time captioned.
Live Web-streanung at: www.rit.edu/
commencement.

Information Sciences, will deliver the
student address. "By celebrating the excellence o f our faculty and students, we spotlight the RIT tradition, university pride and
community spirit;' says President Simone.
"Students are what the university is all
about;' he adds. "Our celebration honors
our graduates and offers a culminating
experience for them, their families and
friends; a capstone of their time at RIT; and
a fitting finale to years o f hard work and
sacrifice."
RIT's eight colleges celebrate commencements in individual ceremonies-with
banners, music, food and exhibits-on
Friday and Saturday (see adjacent schedule).
The student delegates will each speak at
their respective ceremonies.
"Graduation is the highlight event o f the
university community;' notes Stanley
McKenzie, provost and vice president for
academic affairs. "The RIT communityour faculty, staff and trustees-congratulates the graduates and their families, and
wishes them continued success."
The Academic Convocation and all
degree ceremonies will be sign-language
interpreted and real-time captioned. Tickets
for all events are not necessary, seating is on
a first-come, first-served basis.
To help visitors with questions, information booths will be located around campus.•

COUNTING
ONPEACE ...

Hundreds o f local
school children
attended the 13 th
annual Education
for Peace Conference at R I T April
25 and 2 6 to learn
about conflict
resolution. Simultaneous workshops
were held on
campus to teach
children alternatives to violence.
Here, school children, create peace
posters to hang
on the walls.

CIA DirectorTenet to deliver
RIT commencement address
O n the heels of the nation's Sept. 11 tragedy
and the rise in world terrorism, RIT presents
a timely commencement address by George
John Tenet, director o f Central Intelligence
for the United States. He will deliver his
talk during the Academic Convocation,
7:30 p.m., Friday, May 24, commencement
tent/parking lot U.
Tenet was sworn in as director of Central
Intelligence on July 11, 1997, following a
unanimous vote by both the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence and the full
Senate. In this position he heads the
Intelligence Community (all foreign intelligence agencies o f the United States) and
directs the Central Intelligence Agency.
Formerly the deputy director of Central
Intelligence---confirmed in that position in
July 1995 following the departure ofJohn
Deutch in December 1990--Tenet served
as acting director until his appointment to
director by the president. He previously
served as special assistant to the president
and senior director for intelligence programs
at the National Security Council. While at the
NSC, he coordinated Presidential Decision
Directives on "Intelligence Priorities;'
"Security Polic y Coordination;'"U.S.
Counterintelligence Effectiveness;' and
"U.S. Polic y on Remote Sensing Space
Capabilities:' He also was responsible for
coordinating all interagenc y activities
concerning covert action.
Prior to serving at the National Security
Council, he served on President Clinton's
national security transition team. Tenet also

served as
staff director
o f the
Senate
Select Community on
Intelligence
for over four
years under
the chairmanship o f
Sen.David
Boren. In this
capacity he
was
responsiGeorge Tenet
ble for coordinating all o f the committee's oversight and
legislative activities including the strengthening of covert action reporting requirements,
the creation o f a statutory inspector general
at CIA, and the introduction of comprehensive legislation to reorganize U.S. intelligence.
Prior to his appointment as staff director,
Tenet directed the committee's oversight o f
all arms control negotiations between the
Soviet Union and the United States. Tenet
came to the committee in August 1985, as
designee to the vice chairman, Sen. Patrick
Leahy, after working three years on the staff
o f Sen. John Heinz as both a legislative assistant covering national security and energy
issues and as legislative director.
Tenet holds a B.S.F.S. from the Georgetown
University School o f Foreign Service and
an M.I.A. from the School o f International
Affairs at Columbia University.•
RIBBON-CUTTING ON
THE HORIZON .. . RIT's
Laboratoryfor Applied
Computing will be dedicated
this summer. The lab supports
computer-related research in
developing applications of
emerging information technologies. Founded with a
$1.5 million state grant secured
by Sen. James Alesi and Senate
Majority Leader Joseph Bruno,
the lab is a key component of the
ITCollaboratory, aNYSTARdesignated STAR Center.

Field 'house' of dreams becomes reality
RIT's field house, the subject o f years o f
dreanung and discussion, will begin to take
physical form this fall.
"The field house and activities center will
be the crowning piece to an already impressive but overtaxed group o f buildings;' says
Frank Lamas, associate vice president for
student affairs. "It will give us the flexibility
o f doing things we've never been able to do
before. It increases our possibilities."
The $25 million facility is designed to serve
many purposes. The two-story, 160,000square-foot building comprises three areas:

RIT's field house and activities center

The event venue/athletic field, which can
be divided into three sections, will provide
seating for 8,000 people for special events
such as convocation and guest speakers, and
also accommodate activities such as lacrosse,
tennis, floor/field hockey, indoor track, baseball, softball, soccer and volleyball. The plan
includes a spacious lobby and mezzanine
level with viewing to the field.
•The aquatics center includes a competition pool, recreational pool and spectator
seating for about 200. The eight-lane, 25meter competition pool features a moveable

continued on page 6
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This column presents opinions and ideas from the RIT community on issues relevant to higher education.
We welcome response and hope "Viewpoints" inspires discussion. To suggest an idea for a column, e-mail to newsevents@rit.edu.
by Kelly Redder, director of alumni relations

The hard work,
the papers,
exams and late
study nights are
over. Our graduates-to-be
have shut down
their computers, packed their
books and
belongings,
Kelly Redder
anxious to
stroll across
campus for their "commencement walk,"
celebrated by family and friends.
When the day finally comes, they'll
remember every bit of it. Trust me, I know.
As executive director of alumni relations, I often have the opportunity to
ask our graduates, "What is your fondest
recollection of RIT?" Most frequently,
the answer is: commencement. They
share their memories of that special day:
earning the privilege to wear the cap
and gown, marching with their friends
and classmates, the awe-inspiring
keynote address, waving and grinning
at their proud, camera-wielding parents,
securing that hard-won diploma.

shape the future-the future of RIT and
For some students, securing the hardof the cradle of humanity. We have
won diploma may take four, five, (six?)
experienced both devastation and disyears of educational engagement and
covery since the tragedy of Sept.11, and
personal growth, but once they have it,
our graduating students are going to be
they also secure a lifelong relationship with
theRIT
assured
that there
family. The
is always
diploma
My personal hope that our students
hope, that
recipients
stay connected and
us informed in
are autowe are
the months and years ahead.
stronger as
matically
a commumembers
nity, and
oftheRIT
that their individual goals are a vital
Alumni Network-a special force of indipart of the RIT heritage.
viduals nearly 90,000 strong. Imagine ...
Ken Reed '71, chair of the Alumni
90,000 people all with a single event in
Network Board of Directors, shared his
common. It's a staggering thought.
sincere sentiment of commencement
Commencement comes annually and
with me last week. "Each of our graduatwith it comes excitement, but I must say
ing students bring pride to RIT and they
that I haven't anticipated it as much as
will be ambassadors for this great instituthis year. For the first time ever, the
tion through their personal achievements
chair of the Alumni Network Board of
and service. Commencement is just the
Directors (our global group of alumni
stepping stone."
advisors and volunteers) will officially
My personal hope is that our students
induct the graduating students into the
stay connected and keep us informed in
RIT Alumni Network. It's a milestone
the months and years ahead. Not only
moment for a milestone event.
because they want to track their friends
Commencement is a time for honoring
or because they could use help finding a
the faces, voices and minds that will

is
keep

SPARSA to address safety and security issues on campus
tionships with national and local organizarate a co-op program while students are at
Security issues are global, but notice the
RIT, they could immediately seek employtions such as the Rochester Area Information
precautions we take in our everyday lives.
ment as an information security specialist
We lock our house and car doors, use ID
Security Forum (RAISF), network with
security professionals, host conferences and
upon graduation;' explains Campbell, prescards to gain entry into work, run anti-virus
symposiums, participate in research and
ident of SPARSA. "What would normally
programs to debug our computers, call
development of security tools and practices,
take seven years could potentially be
family/friends on cell phones to check on
and take security-oriented classes at RIT.
accomplished in four:'
their safety and endure physical security
checks at airports.
According to McQuade, such classes are
To that end, SPARSA plans to build relaKeeping up-to-date
under review by faculty members and may
with the latest security
soon be folded into new security-oriented
issues on campus is also
programs of study.
Campbell believes security is "too oneof concern to students
interested in informaminded and people and businesses tend to
tion assurance, criminal
approach the subject with blinders on.
"They are unaware of how easily criminal
justice technology,
acts can be committed;' he says. "You can
disaster preparedness
and response, and
have the most secure computer in the world,
free from hackers, and someone can literally
computer crime.
At the beginning
walk out of the building with your computer
and all your company information. It's sort
of this quarter, Jared
of like locking the doors to your homes, but
Campbell, Eric Linden
forgetting to secure all the windows."
and Matt Hile, formed
SPARSA has had prelimina r y interest from
a new organization
called Security Practices
other campuses to follow suit and explore
and Research Student
programs of study in information security
From left, SPARSA founders Matt Hile, Jared Campbell and Eric Linden
Association. RIT adviand criminal justice technology.•
sors for the SPARSA
program are Sam McQuade, assistant
professor of criminal justice, Darryl
Johnson, assistant professor of information
After four years of research, testing
technology, Jennifer Wadhams, assistant
and heightened industry outreach,
professor of environmental management
RIT's graphic media program enters
and technology, and Jim Moore, informaa new era. The College of Imaging
tion security officer.
Arts and Sciences is moving forward
"Today individuals, families, organizawith expanded programs and other
tions, communities and our nation face
enhancements within the newly
unprecedented combinations of cyber and
named School of Print Media.
physical security threats to both cyber and
Formerly known as the School of
physical assets;' says McQuade. "The chalPrinting Management and Sciences,
lenge is to enhance security capabilities at all
the School of Print Media is respondlevels of society by developing better security
Frank Romano
Barbara Pellow
ing to fundamental changes in the
technologies, and by providing education
In addition, all graphic-media research and
publishing and printing industry, due
and training in the use and management of
industry education programs at RIT will now
mainly to advances in digital technology.
security technologies:'
be administered by CIAS under the umbrella
"There is a revolution underway throughThough in its initial stages, SPARSA has
of the RIT Printing Industry Center.
out the graphic communication industry;'
several goals in mind: addressing security"Our goal is to increase the benefits of an
explains Joan Stone, CIAS dean. "The School
related issues and how they affect multiple
RIT education to the printing and publishof Print Media is poised to contribute cuttingmajors and disciplines, offering students coing industries;' states Frank Romano, SPM
edge resources and expertise to continue the
op and employment opportunities in secuindustry's evolution:'
chair. "We have returned to a model where
rity-related fields (law enforcement,
Enhancements include new-media
the industry, its users and vendors, and
information security, forensics and emerhigher education come together to advance
publishing and graphic-media curricula at
gency or disaster scene security), and eventutechnology, perform meaningful research
both the undergraduate and graduate levels.
ally offering a degree program for becoming
and promote best practices."
These academic programs have led to a steady
a professional in such fields, including for
Romano will vacate the role of SPM chair to
climb in the school's emollment since 1999,
example, a Certified Information Systems
focus on his responsibility as the Roger K
including a 14 percent increase this past year.
Security Professional.
Fawcett Distinguished Professor of Digital
New faculty and facilities have been added to
"You must have three years of experience
Publishing. Barbara Pellow, the Frank E.
accommodate the expanded programs.
to take the CISSP exam. But if we incorpo-

job, but because it's a type of civic
duty. Many of our students are here
and able to succeed because of their
connections with former students
who have already experienced the
'heralded rite of passage'. Nearly all
of our students receive financial aid,
instruction, mentoring, advice, co-ops,
or even professional positions from
alumni. I know our graduating students
will keep the tradition alive.
With commencement at hand at
last, our students may feel like they've
paid their dues. Now they'll be off and
running. And just like family, RIT will
always be here. Whether they need help
getting settled in a new city or assistance
finding a job, or feel like they could use
some additional education, RIT will
always be here. (Alumni Office:
http://www.rit.edu/alumni)
As our soon-to-be inaugurated
students and alumni wear the cap and
gown, march with their friends and
classmates, enjoy the awe-inspiring
keynote address, wave and grin at their
proud, camera-wielding parents, and
ultimately secure that hard-won diploma,
I encourage them to stay in touch with
their Rochester family; keep RIT always
close to heart and mind. •

EX-NAVY FLIER GIVES ADVICE ...
Missy Cummings, one of the first female
fighter pilots in the U.S. Navy, talks with
David Baker, third-year criminal justice
major and Air Force ROTC student,
following Cummings' talk on Breaking
Down Barriers. Baker is holding a copy of
Cummings' book, Hornet's Nest: The
Experiences of One of the Navy's First
Female Fighter Pilots.

SPMS announces name change: School of Print Media

Gannett Professor of Integrated Publishing
Sciences, will assume the position of administrative chair effective July 1.
"We're grateful for the energy and expertise
that Frank provides our graphic media
program, and we look forward to continued
growth and success as Barb assumes this
important leadership role;' says Stone.
These changes accompany other recent
developments that impact the expanding
focus ofSPM. Last year, RIT launched
the RIT Printing Industry Center through
the sponsorship of the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation. The center generates a
pipeline of data and observations that flows
between researchers and representatives
from the printing and publishing fields.
The resulting analysis helps target what
customers want and how companies can
deliver upon those demands.
This fall, the Heidelberg Web Press
Laboratory will begin operating on campus.
The laboratory will house a Heidelberg
Sunday 2000 web press, featuring the most
advanced technology available to the graphic
communications industry. The new facility
will provide the best possible environment for
advanced research and training.•
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Eisenhart

Award

May 16,2002

Profiles

Since 1965, RIT's Eisenhart Awards for Outstanding Teaching have honored and celebrated faculty excellence. Up to four awards are given each year to recipients in various RIT programs.
Winners are chosen through rigorous peer review of student nominations. This year, four professors will receive the awards during the academic convocation on Friday, May 24.
The Eisenhart family, for whom the awards are named, has a long history with RIT. The late M. Herbert Eisenhart, president and board chairman of Bausch & Lomb, was an RIT
trustee for more than 50 years. Richard Eisenhart continues the RIT connection, serving on the board since 1972, as chairman for six years and now as trustee emeritus.

Hamad Ghazle, College of Science
The most important part about being a teacher is to never stop
being a student. Perhaps that's just a theory, but Hamad Ghazle
has made it his way oflife.
Ghazle, associate professor and director o f the diagnostic
medical sonography program in the College o f Science, has

Hamad Ghazle
committed himself to understanding as much about his students as
he can, and that requires more time than is spent inside a classroom.
"Teaching is not an eight-to-five job;' he explains. "We can't just
educate students to help them get jobs. I believe we have to teach
them about what life is all about and prepare them to become leaders. That's our mission:'
That mission propelled Ghazle into taking part in an important
experiment. For two years, he lived on campus with students as the
faculty-in-residence. The first RIT faculty member to serve in this
role, Ghazle used the opportunity to become a role model, mentor,
advisor and friend to these young men and women.
"My apartment had a kitchen, so students would come down at all
hours to make use of it;' he recalls. "We spent a lot of time talking, and
that helped them to understand t h a t w - . a s faculty-are not beasts.
We're just like them, and that opened up the opportunities to discuss
things that were really important to them:'
Ghazle says he learned a lot from that experience that has helped
him to relate better with students in the classroom-understanding
how they behave and interact. It also provided him with an appreciation for the fact that each student is different, which encouraged
him to diversify his classroom activities.
"You can't always rely on traditional teaching methods. Lessons
have to be interactive. Don't just assume that everyone learns the
same way. Some students learn better with visuals, some through
the aid o f computers, some learn better in groups, and some prefer
hands-on learning.As a result, I really try to polish my lectures
using different styles:'
Joining the RIT faculty in 1994 was somewhat o f a homecoming
for Ghazle. Years earlier, he graduated from the College o f Science
with a bachelor's degree in ultrasound. He then earned his master's
degree in health professions from the University o f Rochester. Ever
the student, Ghazle is pursuing a Ph.D. in imaging science.
Ghazle calls winning the Eisenhart Award a great honor and privilege, but he feels strongly that there's more work ahead o f him.
"Does it mean I'm doing the right thing? It does strengthen my
belief that I'm on the right track, but it's just the beginning. There's
no such thing as the peak, and we can never be perfect. It's a goal
worth having, but we never actually reach that peak. The key is to
stay humble. I just want to make sure students are happy and that I
see them smile. They're the reason we're here."

David Neumann, College of Liberal Arts
To David Neumann, the key to teaching is creating a connection
with his students.
His philosophy o f " e x p erimentation and innovation" has
earned him an Eisenhart Award for Outstanding Teaching.
Neumann, a professor o f communication in the College o f
Liberal Arts, makes a creative climate for his students through the

David Neumann
use o f current technology in the classroom and distance learning
classes, discussions that invite participation and original ways to
combine research, theory and e x p eriential learning.
"I believe one element o f successful teaching is to respect and
challenge students;' Neumann says. "I make this a priority in all
my classes."
An interactive and experiential approach to learning is charac-

teristic o f Neumann's teaching style. He started teaching in 1986 as
a graduate student at Bowling Green State University where he was
working on his doctorate in interpersonal and public communication. That year he won an Outstanding Graduate Student Teaching
Award from the International Communication Association, a sign
o f future awards to come. In 1990, soon after joining the RIT
faculty, he was awarded an RIT outstanding young professor award.
One o f the best parts o f teaching for Neumann is the positive
reaction he gets from students when they are engaged and a
class comes alive.
Teaching keeps him thinking about current issues. And, he says,
"It gives me a finger on the pulse o f the younger generation." His
students' questions and comments reveal what is important to them,
a perspective that also interests Neumann as a parent.
As a scholar, Neumann has presented and published numerous
papers, his most recent research focuses on Internet plagiarism,
computer-mediated communication apprehension and image
analysis o f advertisements appearing in Rolling Stone magazine.
He served as chair o f the professional and technical communication department from 1992-94, and has received several faculty
research grants.
Neumann is an active member o f the RIT community and
has sat on variety o f committees including CIA Tenure, College
Promotion, Institute Academic Conduct and Institute o f Effective
Teaching and serves as an Institute Mediator.
He looks forward to developing a new online version o f his
Persuasion class, using online testing and stream audio and
video. Neumann received a grant to coordinate Film across the
Communication Curriculum, a unique project that will bring
together students from different communication classes to
analy z e selected films.
"I think there are innovative solutions to most any problem we
face, no matter how small." he says.

Jayanti Venkataraman,
Kate Gleason College of Engineering
When Jayanti Venkataraman heard the news that she would receive
the Eisenhart Award for Outstanding Teaching, the first thing she
did was ask if it was true.
"Do they really mean I got this award?" she asked Santosh
Kurinec, co-chair o f the nominations committee. She then called
Francis Kearns, another co-chair, who asked her, "Do you see the
word 'not'?" Seems she was the only one who doubted. When they
received word,
her husband, RIT
associate professor o f mechanical engineering
P."Venkat"
Venkataraman,
and children,
daughter
Archana and son
Vinayak, hurried
to the store to
buy a cake.
"It's quite
an honor to be
recognized;' she
says, disbelief
having given way
to humility.
Teaching
comes naturally
to Venkataraman,
now completing
Jayanti Venkataraman
her 2o•h year as
an RIT electrical engineering professor. She comes from a family o f
teachers including her mother, a high school physics teacher in the
family's hometown o f Bangalore, India. Four o f her five siblings also
chose teaching professions.
"I always wanted a teaching career;' she says. "My mother
was one o f the first few women graduates in physics from My
sore University in India. She encouraged us. Teaching was
always my goal."
Venkataraman received B.S. and M.S. degrees from Bangalore
University and a Ph.D. from the Indian Institute o f Science. She
specializes in electromagnetic, microwave and antenna technology.
At RIT, she was instrumental in development o f the courses,
Microwave Engineering and Antenna Design, and laboratory
courses in Microwave Engineering, Antenna Design and
Electromagnetics II.
With funding from the National Science Foundation and the
Hewlett-Packard University Grants Program, Venkataraman developed the Laboratory for Advanced Electromagnetic Studies and the
EM Fields Lab. She also created comprehensive lab notebooks and
secured equipment grants worth $159,000.
"I think our students are very fortunate to be exposed to such
state-of-the-art equipment and teaching methods;' she says.
Venkataraman is co-principal investigator with principal investigator P.R. Mukund, associate professor o f electrical engineering,
on funded research into Chip-Package Co-Design o f Integrated RF
Microsystems. She is co-PI with Fung-I Tseng, professor o f electrical
engineering, on SmartAntennas for Wrreless Communication,
which is supported by the Gleason Research and Development
Fund. In total, she has been co-PI on nine grants to RIT.
As a consultant to Detection Systems Inc., Venkataraman helped

design transmitting and receiving antennas for an alarm-system for
use on college campuses. A transmitter small enough for a key ring
sends a signal to campus security identifying a person in need o f
assistance, his or her location and other information. Security
personnel are able to monitor the person in real time on computer
screens until help arrives. The system was tested and is used at
Nazareth College.
"We've had the system since 1993. Over 1,000 people carry the
device on campus;' says Lee Struble, director o f security and safety
at Nazareth. "Great system. We love it:'
Venkataraman also worked with Detection Systems on a motion
sensor that reduces incidences o f false alarms.
Outside the classroom, Venkataraman is in her first year on RIT's
Academic Senate and Institute Council, is a member o f the Kate
Gleason College o f Engineering Curriculum Committee and is the
guidelines chair for the E3 Engineering and Technology Fair. She
enjoys reading, racquetball, tennis and playing piano.
But teaching is her most fulfilling pursuit.
"I enjoy teaching more than anything else. It's almost therapeutic for me;' she says. "I like to challenge students. I like to
bring out the best in them. And I like them to interact with me.
I don't like to give monologues."
She says many o f her students have gone on to earn advanced
degrees and high-level industry positions. "They call and tell me
they're very well prepared for what they're doing, and that's
gratifying to hear.
"My passion is teaching. I love teaching."

Provost's Award for Excellence in Teaching

Joseph Fornieri, College of Liberal Arts
He could have been a lawyer. Instead Joseph Fornieri, political
science assistant professor, found his vocation in teaching. Specifically
in teaching students awareness of the human condition and preparing them for responsible citizenship in a democratic society.
Understanding politics enables understanding o f the everyday world
and e x p loring the concept o f what it means to be a human being.
Politics, he says, has a great potential for order or disorder
and a huge impact on our everyday lives. His quest is to understand the moral and religious foundations o f political order and
political change.
And what better person to study than Abraham Lincoln, the
master o f democracy? "No one understood democracy as well as
Lincoln did;' Fornieri says, "and its potential for both good and evil."
Lincoln was a truly extraordinary individual in character,leadership and thought, he says. He struggled against slavery, preserving
the union and the principles it stood for-equality for all people.
And in that vein, Fornieri has written a book on Lincoln, available in spring 2003, Lincoln's Faith and Politics.
By all accounts, Lincoln and Fornieri have some similar characteristics. "Joe is something o f a phenomenon, a stellar teacher, effective and productive scholar, and faculty leader;' says Andrew Moore,
dean o f the CoUege o f Liberal Arts. "His students have not only
taken him to their hearts, they are now somewhat in awe o f his
extraordinary teaching prowess:'
"One sign
offornieri's
impact in the
classroom can
be seen in the
numbers o f
students who are
'around' him as
he walks across
campus or who
are constantly in
his office talking
politics;' says
department
chair John
Murley.
Since he
believes that
learning occurs
both inside and
outside the
classroom and
some o f the best
Joseph Fornieri
lessons come
from example, Fornieri is advisor to the student-run Political
Science Club. It's crucial, he says, for professors to embody
what they teach.
But how did he get from having his heart set on law school to
teaching students to be upstanding citizens?
After visiting a friend in law school and seeing what he had to
read, Fornieri went to Europe for a year and supported himself as a
working musician. Instead oflaw books, he read Shakespeare and
the humanities and his heart swung to the life o f a teacher.
He's still a working musician, playing in a local R&B band, the
Dynamics, but most o f his time is focused on helping his students
grow through cultivating their intellect and character.
On winning the Richard and Virginia Eisenhart Provost's Award
for Excellence in Teaching, Fornieri says, "It's wonderful to be recognized in such a supportive institution. I love coming to work each
day-it's myvocation,mydelight."

